
January 2016 Full Moon Ormus COLLECTED 
(6 barrels #1) 

 

Jan Brick Red Ormus: Chaotically Organized Ormus is Maha Siddha Medicine. This Ormus 

Awakens the Field to support the recognition of an Emergence of All Possibilities with Inn what 

is Understood as One would Understand a simple request or statement.  

 

(12 barrels Aleal Red plus pink + 9-14 & 2013 pink) 

Jan Dark Pink Ormus: This Ormus is going to help to reflect on how you are truly feeling, 

particularly in  relationships. Since the calendar clicked over to January, the energy has been 

shifting to a new vibration. January 2016 Ormus is Energetically available to greatly enhance 

ending what is Time to End; wrapping up or closing down relationships that have fulfilled their 

place on your journey. This Ormus helps to You to Pay Attention to what thoughts and feelings 

are arising for your examination that can, may, will, could, must present clues as to where you 

need to Be Balancing or Harmonizing with others and with yourself. This Ormus supports your 

true self to Shine and to Stand Up for all that you wish to Achieve and Complete for the year 

ahead.  This Ormus helps to Clearly Set Personal & Global Goals, without the interference of 

what others think and will help you to be armed with the a Clear & Powerful mindset for what is 

ahead of you. Inn spite of the traditional association with the stage of life, the intricate context 

that surround this Full Moon Ormus, suggests that what is going on behind the scenes is just 

NOW coming Inn to the Light as the main attraction. This Ormus moves the One that gets a 

‘YES’ to Make bold and daring moves, share your heart felt truth, express generosity and step 



more so Inn to self-love. Enthusiastic transparency and crystalline optimism come to the Surface 

through this Ormus. As the Cosmic Light, the Ego and Reputation are Charged by this Ormus 

the stage and the role(s) that are being played come Inn to Greater View! This Ormus is 

supportive and a clear reminder to be wise and common-seneschal with verbal self-expression: 

our words will leave their mark, and, once uttered, they are activated. This Ormus activates a 

willingness to set the Ego and Entitlement aside and keep them from dictating actions and 

reactions. Issues might arise like ‘honesty’, ‘integrity’ and the likes as defenses to shield the 

sensitive inner child. This Ormus is supportive to the One that takes this Ormus, to stay open and 

allow blind spots to emerge! This Ormus Awakens a Heart Felt Desire to share Love and Light 

Inn spite of the  Energy emanating from a Blind Spot resulting inn Shining Brighter than ever 

before.  

 

FEBRUARY 2016 FMOC COLLECTED 
(18 barrels Dead Sea Salt) 

 

The February 22, 2016 full moon breaks open the extreme tension of a powerful and often subtly 

buried pattern. This Ormus gives the opportunity to release the anger, gain insight and Complete 

Emotional Hangovers. That that has been brewing for some time can now be fine-tuned. This 

Ormus brings to Light emotions and instincts that reach a peak of conscious awareness so you 

can take an objective and balanced look at your part. What are your Unmet Expectations? Being 

in touch with your own needs and intentions, and those of others, you can clearly see any 

relationships imbalances causing disharmony. This Ormus is perfect to bring to light the cause of 

Anxiety. This Ormus is perfect to shed light on why One Procrastinates! 

This Ormus facilitates the healing of a broken heart. It may be a love relationship, friendship or 

parent-child relationship that was the source of the inner pain. The broken heart could be a 

separation or a continuing unhealthy relationship, the expectations and treatment of women will 

be central to a broken heart. This Ormus helps the interested One inn addressing imbalances in 

relationship dynamics with radical and extreme change that forces rapid adaption, one way or 

another. This Ormus taken with a firm intention to change and to have flexibility can, will, must 

results inn the dissolving of the obstacles blocking you from adapting to change. 

 

 



 

March 19, 2016 Equinox Ormus Collected 
(18 barrels of dead sea salt) 

 
 

This Equinox Ormus breaks down the resistance to taking the required action to manifestation. 

This Ormus is aligned with the energy vibrations of that which is desired and makes sooo much 

more Knowable the inspired action steps to creation. Because we are the Creator Being that we 

are this Eclipse Ormus Energy shows us where we are out of alignment, off course, heading in 

another direction and abruptly shifts us inn to the right direction on our highest path of potential. 

Wow, buckle up and get going! Course corrections can be uncomfortable for some, so be sure 

you are full aligned and have set the intention to correspond with you heart felt desire for your 

highest good before you take this Ormus. Changes is a crumbling way of the old and in that we 

face our currently reality and make new choices for a new situation. Sometimes change is joyous 

and fun and at times change can be challenging and charged with emotion! Both is a blessing 

that has the potential to bring you closer or further away from Source! 

 

 

March 23, 2016 Full Moon Lunar Eclipse Ormus 

 

Things may feel all over the place and we may feel stretched in numerous directions. This 

Ormus put us where we need to be. Even if it feels different at first. This Ormus helps to align us 
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with our true and higher path. This Ormus carries a harmonious Energy and helps to dig things 

up in a gentle way in order to release them. This Ormus preparatory to have you walk through a 

new gateway. Inn order to walk through those new gateways first look to heal parts that have 

been ignored. Take this Ormus and be prepared to ask to heal and release all that is unloved 

within and to break down any barriers that have been created, consciously or unconsciously, 

when it comes to love. Take this Ormus and Be Prepared to work out where loving ourselves and 

others can be increased. This Ormus harnesses many tense aspects of this Full Moon and Eclipse 

that force things into action. You'll feel this energy manifest in your finances, around your self-

esteem, and in your love & social life. This Ormus brings a huge mirror up for you considering if 

you & or your friends are being responsible, confident, stable, loving & supportive enough and, 

you might decide it's time to go. 

 

 

April 21, 2016 Full Moon Ormus Collected 

 
This Red Ormus awakens from the depth of your being a fuel, maximum vibrancy, action, 

physical activity, stamina to forge ahead with a very strong sense of Purpose.  Warning: If there 

are tiny unresolved fears, they will come to the surface so you can face the pattern(s) that feel 

threatening rather than sting. This Ormus also Ignites a strong sense of endurance for the One 

that adds this Ormus to their daily practice. What used to be Difficulties are viewed as 

Opportunities.  This Ormus indicates love, passion, romance and desire and enrichens and 

purifies the blood of life. This Red Ormus excites intense emotion, increases physical energy, 

increases vitality, increases stamina. This Red Ormus is Grounding, increases spontaneity, 

increases stability and increases passion. Be ready, for your life awakens to a dramatic intensity 

and you will begin a Know a chapter of doing everything to the fullest extreme.  

This White Ormus will, can, must produce a rebirth which looks to be a fierce new beginnings, 

so if you’ve been feeling stuck in any areas of your life, this is the time to declare a fresh 

intention, inn that area of your life and charge into it with all your might. The One that uses this 

Ormus awakens a  knew intensity resulting inn feeling normal things at deeper level.  This White 
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Ormus Ignites One to Be beyond innocence, beyond purity, beyond faith and beyond peace. This 

White Ormus ignites Ones spiritual life with balance of mind-body-spirit. This Ormus ignites 

reverence and humility while awakening a balanced involvement Inn all of the aspects of life.  

This Black Ormus heightens the opportunity to gather up scattered energy, focus intention, 

realign with the power of Love and then, with access to all of the energetic resources available, 

reconsider & focus on options, potential, and possibilities from the unknown. This Black Ormus 

ignites elegance, power, sexuality, allure and mystery. One that takes this Black Ormus with the 

Intention to go inn to a Dark Night of the Soul/Dark Night of the Spirit with inn, will absorb a 

tremendous amount of spiritual energy. 

 

May 21, 2016 FMOC 
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